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***** Introduction *****

    This report is designed to serve as a guide in finding your true vocation. At the same time an analysis of your

personal characteristics, strengths or inhibitions, unused potential, karma, creativity, ability to earn money, work
in relation to your employment etc., is given. At the end you will find a synthesis of the foregoing that will help you

to summarize and clarify your mission in this life. Throughout this report numerous indications of possible

vocations or professions related to your astrological influences are outlined. It is suggested that you reflect on this
information so that in the end your own intuition can lead you to the best selection.

***** Astrological Data of Birth *****

The birth chart is a map of the positions of the planets at the
time and place of birth. For the benefit of students of astrology,

these positions and other technical information is listed below:

Sun     25 Cap 08               Neptune   0 Vir 54
Moon    19 Pis 35               Pluto    17 Can 08
Mercury 11 Aqu 45               Asc.     13 Tau 48
Venus   10 Pis 33               MC       28 Cap 12
Mars    21 Gem 54               2nd cusp 12 Gem 23
Jupiter  1 Tau 10               3rd cusp  5 Can 25
Saturn  25 Sag 21               5th cusp 25 Leo 01
Uranus   3 Ari 57               6th cusp  0 Lib 25

Tropical  Placidus   Standard Time observed

GMT: 18:00:00   Time Zone: 6 hours West
Lat. and Long. of birth place: 33 N 44 56 84 W 23 17

Aspects and orbs:
Conjunction:  7 Deg 00 Min
Opposition :  6 Deg 00 Min
Square     :  6 Deg 00 Min
Trine      :  6 Deg 00 Min
Sextile    :  4 Deg 00 Min



***** Chapter 1 *****
Your individuality. Your personality.

Your emotional needs. Your mentality.

    To find the ideal profession, you have to know yourself first. There are activities you are suited for according

to your nature, and others you are not. Your ideal occupation should favor the expression of your individuality

(Sun) and your personality (Rising Sign), satisfy your emotional needs (Moon) and permit the development of
your intellect (Mercury).

YOUR INDIVIDUALITY: Sun in Capricorn

    You were born under the sign of CAPRICORN and your ruling planet is Saturn, the planet of patience,
wisdom and maturity.

    Your Sun sign is CARDINAL and this indicates that you were born to be a leader, either in thought or action.

You are never completely satisfied in a subordinate position carrying out the ideas of others, unless they are part
of your aspirations. You are comfortable working independently or occupying a leadership position.

    Capricorn is an EARTH sign and this makes you realistic, practical and concrete. You will have a strong
desire to accomplish material goals and need to feel that your career or enterprises permit you to grow a little

more each year.

    You are very responsible, industrious and tenacious. You are strong and independent and are able to make
great efforts and sacrifices to reach your goals. Your realistic and practical sense of life permits you to solve
many problems, and your deep and serious manner generates much confidence and respect from people around

you. You have an innate ability to organize and direct people, but prefer to work alone. Life may bring difficulties
and challenges for you, but also gives you the necessary strength to succeed in your endeavors.

    You are traditional and conservative; you are not interested in attracting attention nor are you waiting for

recognition for your efforts. You are the support of your family and the one who assumes the bulk of
responsibilities. You are not likely to maintain a great social life, but have a protective and paternal attitude with
your few friends; you offer yourself fully once a feeling of trust has developed. You have a firm mind and a

difficult time changing your objective or opinions; your patience and perseverance is admirable.

    You were born to impose order, to be organized and cautious, to observe procedures and traditions, to work

arduously, to investigate, to teach and to educate. Your missions are to direct and guide weaker people, to

assume responsibilities and to transmit safety and confidence to those who need it, to teach others to economize,

to look at life with realism, to be practical, perfective, and mainly, to be persevering.

    To evolve, your spirit needs to learn to relax, to enjoy life more, and to be less pessimistic or negative. You

have to learn to demonstrate your affections and ideas more openly, and to overcome distrust or inner inhibitions.
It will be necessary to conquer the inflexibility of your thoughts, the hatred, selfishness and the tendency to be

fatalistic. Your excessive preoccupation with solutions for material things could lead you to neglect your

spirituality and religious faith. You have to learn to delegate, to rely on others, and not to smother yourself with

responsibilities that you assume.



YOUR PERSONALITY: Ascendant Taurus

    Others see you as a quiet, agreeable, sweet and attractive person. You tend to move slowly and at your own

pace. You don't like difficulties or tense and uncomfortable situations, but seek to surround yourself with people

and situations that offer stability and harmony.

    You are very persevering in your objectives and have a realistic vision of the material world. You want to

achieve a good standard of living and are inclined to spend your money on comfort or luxuries. You are
industrious, constant and loyal; your artistic ability, good taste and aesthetic sense will be exhibited in your work.

You feel best in open places where you can be directly in touch with nature.

    The profession you choose will have to encourage your desire to find harmony, economic stability, and

possibilities for artistic or creative expression; you will have to avoid working under pressure or difficulty.

YOUR EMOTIONAL NEEDS: Moon in Pisces

    Your emotional world is very intense and it is difficult for you to be rational or cold. You are very sensitive and
tend to shed tears at the drop of a hat. In difficult situations you are likely to view yourself as the victim and need
the help of others to go on. You are evasive and afraid of conflicts. You prefer to discuss things quietly and

believe that problems will take care of themselves later on. You have to surround yourself with positive people,
because you are extremely receptive to the energy around you. You have to learn to discriminate and to separate

your problems from those of others, and also not to take to heart what others say.

    You are very dreamy and most of the time don't see others as they really are or fail to recognize your own
limitations. Your idealism inclines you to see only the best, and afterwards you may feel deceived or disillusioned.
You are a humanitarian and react to the pain of others with compassion and protectiveness. You are able to

endure a lot and have a tendency to identify with your loved ones. Through your high degree of inspiration you
could excel in literary or artistic activities.

    Subconsciously, you have a strong desire to find protection and safety. In previous lives you may have been

shut in most of the time in a convent, hospital, monastery or other institution, learning to have a regulated life and
to depend on that. From within you have developed an idealized vision of life that perhaps was not in agreement
with reality. In this incarnation you have to learn to solve your material matters and at the same time to pay

attention to the different needs of your existence. You have to avoid the tendency to seek isolation each time you
have to face problems or to feel friendless when you are alone. On the other hand, your religious faith is

important and illuminating to you. Avoid tormenting yourself with ideas of sin and punishment in order to see with

more clarity what God or life wants to teach you through what touches your life.

    The profession you choose will have to satisfy your emotional need to feel useful to others. You need to know
that you heal, help, serve or solve others' problems and because of this, you are needed. You want to express

your universal love and your philanthropy, and at the same time need to feel that you are wanted and accepted.

YOUR MENTALITY: Mercury in Aquarius

    You have a discriminating, original, creative and progressive mind with great capacity. You cling stubbornly to



your own ideas and will not respond to impositions or orders from others. You are very curious, intuitive and a

good observer. Your sharp mind is objective and you are clear in your opinions and will rarely be dominated by

your emotions when speaking. You are very intelligent, which allows you to learn any subject quite rapidly,
provided that you are interested and do not get bored with it.

    Your way of communicating is open, spontaneous and without restraint or prejudice. You love to talk with

everybody, especially those who attract your attention or curiosity. Although you seem to be flexible, you won't
change your mind and are not easily influenced. You are not likely to worry about formalities, traditions or social

acceptance. Your ideas are tuned into the Age of Aquarius: future-oriented and freedom-loving. Your family,

friends or superiors may not understand you or think you are an eccentric; the reality is that you live far beyond
the present.



***** Chapter 2 *****
Your abilities and your emotions, inhibitions and strengths.

Hidden talents or challenges, Karma.

    The location of the planets in the houses and the relationship between them can increase or decrease their

power. Aspects of the Sun are related to our strength and those of the Moon affect the emotional world and are

expressed on a subconscious level.

     Aspects that affect your INDIVIDUALITY:

Sun in 9th house:

    Your success is related to long trips, the study of other cultures, languages, philosophy, law and religion. You

are anxious to learn and this will cause you to study as well as travel world wide. You are likely to reach material

success in a different country from where you were born. If not, you definitely will settle in another place, tend to
make many trips and will be in touch with people abroad. Perhaps your father or other family member came from
another country.

    On the other hand, you have a great sense of justice and if you study the law, would make a very good

professional. You also would be very successfully in any educational pursuit. You like to investigate and learn
about nature as well as abstract ideas. Your religious feeling will be intense and you are very devoted to your

beliefs.

     Aspects that affect your EMOTIONS:

Moon in 11th house:

    You are likely to do well in organizational work or group activities. You can coordinate and direct or simply

find great satisfaction in participating in groups. You tend to have many important friends, especially female
friendships, that will be with you all of your life.

Moon Square Mars:

    You are prepared to undertake risky tasks or those that require great physical effort. Your strong will and
natural aggressiveness allows you to be in control of every situation. Your profession definitely will have to be

dynamic and imply some kind of challenge.

    You can be brutally honest, especially when dealing with women. You may easily lose your patience with

regard to feminine attitudes and are likely to act very roughly. This astrological aspect can generate rivalries and

dislike for women.

Moon Square Saturn:



    You are inclined to feel that life is difficult. Because you take on more than your share of responsibilities, you

may have difficulties solving your problems. There is a tendency to emotional inhibitions, insecurity and fear of
frustration, which could lead you to limit your personal ambitions. You have to overcome your inner limitations

and express more openly your longings and emotions.

Moon Trine Pluto:

    You are very sure of yourself and do everything authoritatively. You could be a leader in groups or work in

places with a large number of people. You are protective and have the necessary strength to help those who
need it. You have the ability to regenerate and restore yourself completely after any crisis you may encounter.

HIDDEN TALENTS: Aries on 12th house cusp

    You have to learn to rely on your own initiative as well as your aggressiveness. You tend to repress many of
your ideas or projects when you don't find the approval you expect from others. You also tend to think
negatively about your aggressive side and because of this, are likely to repress it. It would be wise to seek a

creative outlet through some physical or dynamic activity, otherwise the energy accumulated within you could

make you sick later on.

    This influence may lead you to some type of secret activity, to face violent enemies or to become exposed to

dangerous situations.

Jupiter in 12th house:

    Your wasted talent is your ability to act, entertain or amuse others. You also have a great aptitude for justice,
but are not likely to use it professionally. It is necessary for you to feel needed by others, as you are very
dependent on the reactions of others. This position offers a general protection for you, though you will have to

learn to be more orderly, especially with papers and with legal aspects. Your great compassion makes you suited
for professions in medicine or social work.

Uranus in 12th house:

    Your wasted talent is the high degree of creativity you have. You probably are very different from others and
tend to avoid expressing many of your real opinions, thereby wasting to a great degree your inventive potential.

You are very intellectual, mystical and reserved; you are well suited for investigative projects or any other
profession that is developed behind the scene.



***** Chapter 3 *****
Expansion (Jupiter) and retraction (Saturn).

To give and to receive.

EXPANSION: Jupiter in Taurus

    Your sense of expansion manifests through your financial dealings. You have a deep understanding of the true
value of things. You are very good in matters of money and would do well in your own business, but just as well

working for others. Your growth in life is bound to your administrative ability. You like the good life and luxuries;

your expensive tastes could lead to self-indulgence and squandering. You are quite stubborn and dislike being

pushed.

Jupiter in 12th house:

    You are very sensitive, hospitable and like to give secretly. You have to be needed and are very dependent on
other people's reactions to you. This position brings a general protection for you, although you will have to learn

to be more orderly, especially with papers and the legal aspects of your life. Because of your great empathy, you

would be good in the fields of medicine or social work. Your material growth is bound to the merit of the ideas
you may have in your mind.

Jupiter Trine Saturn:

    This is a fortunate aspect, it indicates constructive power and material success. There is a balance between
giving and receiving, advancing and receding, which makes you well qualified for the material world. You are

able to reach your own goals and to persist in your purposes. You are patient, organized, practical and realistic.

Jupiter Trine Neptune:

    You are strongly spiritual and religious, and you like to help others. You are very intuitive and strongly

attracted to the mystical and metaphysics. You would do well in careers involving education, social work or
artistic creativity. You are very noble and always work toward your spiritual evolution.

RETRACTION: Saturn in Sagittarius

    The inhibition principle affects the expansion of your intellectual field. You are conservative in many areas of

your life, believing only in principles that have been proven long ago. You have a serious approach to religion,

philosophy and higher education. Independent and capable, you search for justice and truth. You are

intellectually disciplined and have good powers of concentration, which allows you to earn what you achieve
through hard work and application. Your reputation and social status is very important to you. You could be a

good teacher, speaker or political leader. You can be easily hurt and show strong resentment when accused

unjustly.

 Saturn in 8th house:

    You are likely to be afraid of changes and because of this, it is important that you maintain good habits to
avoid troubles in the future. Your principal frustration will be the inability to produce the transformation you want



for yourself or for others. You accept the responsibility of handling other people's finances and could be

successful in joint investments or acting as a manager. It is also to be hoped that you received a good sexual

education, because this astrological position could bring inhibitions and very outdated traditional concepts. You
are very interested in psychology and metaphysics.

Saturn Opposition Mars:

    You alternate between aggression and apathy. You may also be selfish, which could hinder your relationship

with others. You will have to learn to become flexible and to express your desires more smoothly. In spite of

your great energy, you can't seem to direct it in an orderly fashion. You could have inner inhibitions that don't
allow you to express your dissatisfactions and cause you to harbor resentments for a long time. You are likely to

have strong disagreements with your superiors or other persons in authority, and the relationship between you

tends to be very tense.

Saturn Square Moon:

    Emotional injuries from the past may hinder you from enjoying your work. You have to learn to listen to
yourself and to heal injuries that you are still holding inside. The search for approval and anxiety are signs of those
injuries that are not yet healed. In general, you want to prove to others that you are useful and capable, but this

generates a pressure that only complicates things or inhibits you still more. You have to learn to loosen up

emotionally, to act without fear of making mistakes, and to concentrate more on the people who surround you.
Accept your mistakes as part of growing up.

Saturn Trine Neptune:

    You tend to have a strong and positive sense of ethics and morals. Because your sense of self-preservation is
strong, you always protect your own interests. Your imagination and inspiration will be expressed in an

organized, methodical and practical way. You have a strong feeling of reality and your philosophy of life is based
on discipline. You are likely to develop strong spiritual and religious principles throughout your life.

    Success in life depends to a great extent on the balance between giving and receiving, expanding and
retracting. Even dwelling on the one and only failure you may have had is like not attempting anything.



***** Chapter 4 *****
Finances, source of income.

Work in relation to your employment.

    Described below are some possible sources of income. They may coincide, or not relate at all to your

professional vocation.

FINANCES: Gemini on 2nd house cusp

    You may hold two jobs at once and could make money through purchasing or sales, short distance traveling,
or by some means of communication. Throughout your life you may change jobs several times because you are

unable to find the harmonious climate you seek or because you become bored with what you are doing. The
versatility in your material world will bring the possibility of numerous sources of revenue, if you know how to
handle them properly; otherwise you may experience countless fluctuations and more than once resort to financial

help from brothers and sisters or other close relatives.

    In any case, the utilization of your intelligence, communication, wit and original ideas will be the key to making
money.

Mars in 2nd house:

    You have many ambitions and work intensely to obtain your material goals. If your expectations aren't met

immediately, you can become very nervous and impatient. You can earn well in activities that require physical
strength such as sports or those related to machines or metals, or in hazardous jobs such as police, firefighter, or
military. You like those enterprises that challenge your capacity, where you can make use of your physical

energy. You are much happier obtaining everything you want through your own effort and work. You also have a
tendency to spend freely and are most generous to others. You have to learn to be more careful with money,

otherwise you will be prone to financial crisis.

Ruler of 2nd house in 10th house:

    Your income is related to the career or profession that you choose. Thanks to your daily effort, you will be

able to establish a sense of achievement. This position enables you to earn money in some government capacity
or politics, or to acquire a profession of great social status.

    Earning money is in direct relationship to our self-esteem. If we consider ourselves valuable, money flows and
comes into our lives. Work done with love and pleasure doesn't weigh us down and offers a better profit.

WORK IN RELATION TO YOUR EMPLOYMENT: Libra on 6th house cusp

    Your work in relationship to your employment will be expressed by your sociableness and sense of aesthetics.
Your presence will help to solve problems with calmness and harmony. If there are no other challenging



astrological aspects, you will be in demand by your co-workers and receive many favors thanks to your

sociableness. If your work brings you in touch with the public, you will be able to show your ease in relating and

communicating and will find great pleasure in your work. In commercial enterprises you will be the one who
serves, accompanies or solves, but not the one that leads.



***** Chapter 5 *****
Your creativity and recreational activities.

Other skills and hobbies.

    Hobbies are also part of our personality and through them, we express to a great extent our creative ability. It

is important to enjoy our leisure activities and to complement them with our work or profession to reach greater

balance. In our culture, we tend to place importance only on that which brings us money, thereby neglecting the
expression of important parts of our personality.

YOUR CREATIVITY: Leo on 5th house cusp

    Your favorite recreational activities will be those that allow you to use your skill and physical strength. You like
competitive and rough sports. You like to win and are prepared to put the necessary energy into it. You enjoy
activities where the public is around you, either in favor of you or against you; it doesn't bother you if the situation

is noisy or combative. On the other hand, you may also be inclined toward an artistic activity such as singing or

performing, where you tend to seek public attention as well. Your creativity is stimulated by all kinds of play and
amusement. When you are distracted and relaxed, you will come up with new ideas and projects. It is important
for you to laugh a lot and not to dramatize your problems.

Neptune in 5th house:

    Some of your pastimes could be: water sports such as swimming, skiing, diving, fishing or navigating,

participating in charity organizations, writing romantic novels, fairy-tales or mystery stories, collecting pyramids,
quartz or other energetic crystals, tarot cards and occult books in general, learning to interpret dreams. You may
be attracted to musical activities such as ballet, singing or playing some kind of instrument.



***** Chapter 6 *****
Your vocation, profession, probability of success and

social recognition.

Capricorn-Aquarius MC (15 to 30 degrees Capricorn)

    Your destiny is bound up with sciences and investigation. Your profession may be related in some way to land
and the country, or to electronics and space voyages. You have a strong will and perseverance, and will succeed

in everything you start. You are not especially interested in money, but in its usefulness for your investigations.

You are inclined to invest every penny in your lab or studio, probably neglecting other needs. You will work long

hours on your experiments, often forgetting to eat, drink, or spend time with your family! You prefer to be self-

employed, but may not always be able to manage this, especially at the beginning of your career, when you will
have to depend on others, follow their orders and tolerate people you may not like. Your inventions or

experiments are based on your intuitive knowledge. With your great intelligence and tenacity, you are likely to
attain the success you seek.

    Your career choice could be one of the following professions, or a combination of some of them: electronics,

aviation, astronomy, cybernetics, physics, chemistry, mathematics, inventions, computers, investigation, geology,
or any other profession in which you could participate in the discovery of the universe.

Mercury in 10th house:

    You are likely to change jobs many times in your life and probably will have more than one job at a time. Your
career is very important to you, and you are attracted to politics, intellectual occupations, literary or commercial
fields or any activity that puts you in touch with the public. You are very good at communicating your own ideas

and could excel as a speaker. Your always sharp and active mind enables you to organize and handle people. In
order to achieve your goals, you could become overambitious or even selfish. You can excel in any profession

you choose because of your intelligence and wealth of ideas.

Ruler of 10th house in 8th house:

    Your professional success is related to your ability to produce changes or transformations in yourself as well

as others. This astrological influence brings financial support from others that will help your career. That help
could come from a financial institution as well as your marriage. Any kind of investigations would be very

favorable.



***** Chapter 7 *****
Summary. Your unique talents.

    Each of us is born with a unique talent, and our function in life is to express it. Following are descriptions of the
principal astrological influences that form your unique abilities. Although some probable professions are listed,

your true vocation is a combination of all these elements. After reading these paragraphs, reflect on them and let

your intuition help you to find your own synthesis.

YOUR INDIVIDUALITY: Sun in Capricorn

    You were born to impose order, organization, caution, to observe procedures and traditions, to work

arduously, to investigate, to teach, to educate and to form.Your missions are to direct and guide weaker people,
to assume responsibilities and to instill  a sense of safety and confidence in those who need it, to teach others to
economize, to look at life with realism, to be practical, perfectionistic, and mainly, to be persevering.

    Professions ruled by Capricorn: political career or the military, administrative positions of responsibility,
minister, diplomat, manager, investigator, mathematician, computer programmer, engineer, doctor, dentist,
architect, and all occupations that require perseverance and patience, routine and organization.

YOUR PERSONALITY: Ascendant Taurus

    The profession you choose will have to encourage your desire to find harmony, financial stability, and

possibilities for artistic or creative expression; you will have to avoid working under pressure or difficulty.

YOUR EMOTIONAL NEEDS: Moon in Pisces

    Your job will have to satisfy your emotional need to feel useful to others. You need to know that you heal,

help, serve or solve others' problems and because of this, you are needed. You want to express your universal
love, your philanthropy, and at the same time need to feel that you are wanted and accepted.

YOUR VOCATION: Capricorn-Aquarius MC (15 to 30 degrees Capricorn)

    Your career choice could be one of the following professions, or a combination of some of them: electronics,
aviation, astronomy, cybernetics, physics, chemistry, mathematics, inventions, computers, investigation, geology

etc., or any other profession in which you could participate in the discovery of the universe, or those that

stimulate your love of action. You could be successful in your own business or where you would feel free to

perform your duties.


